Employing the first-principles calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT) and the Molecule Orbital theory (MO), we have researched the electronic structures of the reduced anatase TiO 2 and its visible light photoactivity. The study is emphasized on the O vacancy, including the components of the defect states, the relationship with the bulk states and the way in which these electrons occupying the defect states are distributed in the real space. We find that the origin of the visible light photoactivity should be due to the transition of the excited electrons from the defect states g  orbital to the u  orbital in the upper conduction bands, rather than arising from the reduction of the band gap. The calculated 2 results indicate that the localized defect states induced by the neutral and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies are all located in the band gap.
Introduction
Because of its unique advantages such as high oxidizing power and durability, anatase TiO 2 has been widely used as a semiconductor photocatalyst in the fields of purification of air and water [1] [2] [3] , hydrogen production and so on. But due to its large band gap (3.2eV), TiO 2 cannot absorb the visible solar radiation (about 50% of the solar radiation energy), greatly lowering the catalytic efficiency and limiting its application ranges. Consequently, it has long been one of the key issues how to utilize the visible light and enhance the catalytic efficiency. People have developed many optimizing schemes such as coupling with other semiconductor photocatalysts, e.g., WO 3 4 , ZrO 2 5 , In 2 O 3 6 , to accelerate the charge separation in the photocarriers generation process, or doping metal/non-metal ions into TiO 2 so as to reduce the band gap and extend the photocatalytic activity into the visible spectrum 7 . But unfortunately some dopants may also play roles of carrier scattering centers and traps, which are unfavorable for the enhancement of catalytic efficiency. Therefore, it is essential to examine all of the aspects about the doping before completely mastering the enhancement mechanism.
The native defects can be easily formed under a variety of conditions 8 and it is not appropriate to ignore their effects on the catalytic process, resulting in difficulty to judge which one plays the key role in the improvement of the photocatalytic efficiency. Rumaiz et al. 9 recently examined the oxygen vacancies in the N-doped anatase TiO 2 . They found that the N-doping would lead to the formation of the oxygen vacancies. The combination of nitrogen and oxygen vacancy was accounted for the observed visible-light catalytic behavior. Meanwhile, Lin et al. 10 presented their theoretical calculations on the electronic structures and absorption spectra of TiO 2 with substitutional N and O vacancy at different concentrations. It was found that the absorption below 500 nm was mainly due to the N states located above the valence bands, while absorption above 500 nm was mainly caused by O vacancies. On the other hand, Justicia et al. 11 also demonstrated that the reduced forms of titania TiO x (x<2) in the anatase phase would act as an efficient photacatalyst. would induce the defect energy levels in the band gap. Even though the conclusions about the defect states of neutral V O 10,11,15 are basically consistent with each other, i.e., locating in the band gap about 0.1-0.3eV below the CBM mainly with Ti 3d character, the entire study on the O vacancy including the components of the defect states, the relationship with the bulk states and the way in which these electrons occupying the defect states are distributed in the real space, has not been found in any newly published literatures, as far as we know. In this paper, we will investigate the neutral and doubly ionized oxygen vacancies using the first-principles total-energy calculations to offer the theoretical background for developing the low-cost visible-light photocatalysts.
Computational methods
The first-principles calculations are based on the density functional theory (DFT) using the planewave pseudopotential 17, 18 exchange-correlation functional is adopted.
The 0 (or +2) vacancy is modeled by taking out one oxygen atom (or oxygen ion with -2 charge state ) from the supercell containing 48 atoms built from the 2×2×1 repetition of the unit cell, a typical supercell size 22, 23 for studying defect properties in rutile TiO 2 . In the 48-atom rutile supercell, the shortest defect-defect distance is about 6 Å while the anatase phase's is about 7.5 Å. In order to check the effects of the supercell size and shape on the calculations, Na-Phattalung et al. 14 repeated a series of the calculations with different supercells and found that the formation energies of the native defects in the 48-atom supercell were acceptable compared to that in the 108-atoms one, typically within 0.45eV.
The Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling 24 is set as 3×3×3 for the supercell and 9×9×9 for the primitive cell, ensuring the change of the total energy within 0.01eV. The supercell is fully optimized with the supercell's shape and volume changeable until the forces acting on the ions are less than 0.01eV/Å.
The crystal structure parameters are obtained following the scheme described below. Firstly we obtain the equilibrium volume V 0 and bulk module B 0 by fitting the Murnaghan equation of states 25 :
where E is the total lattice energy for the primitive cell in eV, V is the cell's volume in Å 3 , E 0 is the binding energy in eV, B 0 is the bulk module in Gpa, and B p is defined as
. For each cell's volume, the shape (c/a) and the coordinates of the ions are allowed to relax so as to minimize both the total energy and the forces acting on the ions. Secondly, by changing the total energy as a function of the lattice parameter a, with the cell's volume fixed at the equilibrium value, i.e., V=V 0 , we may pick out the equilibrium lattice parameters a 0 and c 0 which have minimized the energy and the forces as well.
Finally, we relax the ions in the cell obtained previously to gain the optimal internal parameter u, defined as u=d c /c (d c is the Ti-O bond length paralleling to the c axis). During the calculations, the convergence criterion for the residual force is less than 0.01eV/Å. The optimized lattice parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Due to the periodic boundary condition, there are fictitious electrostatic interactions between the charged defect and its images. Nevertheless, the Makov-Payne correction 26 is not employed due to the fact that the dielectric constant of TiO 2 is very large (є >100) and hence leads to the main correction term e 2 q 2 α/L/є negligible (where q is the net charge of the defect, α is the Madelung constant and L is the distance between the defect and its image).
Lin et al. 10 presented the spin-polarized DFT calculations. Their results showed that the donor states induced by the neutral oxygen vacancies were occupied by almost equal numbers of spin-up and spindown electrons. For this reason, we carry out our calculations with the spin restricted.
The formation energy 16 of the O vacancy in charge state +q is defined as: the reference potential in the defect supercell with that in the perfect bulk. The discussion on the chemical potential and its boundary conditions can be found in the work by Na-Phattalung et al. 14 . Since the charged defects will induce a constant shift in the potential, we can evaluate V  by comparing the local electrostatic potential far away from the defect site in the cell with that in the perfect one. octahedra shares the four edges and four vertexes with each other.
The structure of anatase, as shown in Fig. 1 (a), can be described in terms of a, c and the internal parameter u, defined as u=d ap /c. In table 1, we have listed the optimized structure parameters compared with both the experimental values 27 reported below 1000 K, and the previous theoretical ones 28 using the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave (FLAPW) scheme 29 . Our results agree well with those of the experiment measurements and the previous simulations 14, 29 . 
Double ionized oxygen vacancy.
After the defect supercell is optimized, the total energy is about 2.7 eV lower than the initial value.
Along with the volume of the supercell compressed by about 2.6%, the three Ti ions in the The Ti (O) ion in the bulk possesses about 1.5 e (7.2e). As to the current case, the Bader effective charges on the ions have reduced slightly, especially for those which have offered the defect states to the vacancy. For example, comparing with the related values in the supercell with a neutral oxygen vacancy as described in the following section, each of the three Ti ions in the Ti 3 V o cluster has reduced about 0.13-0.08 e and the nearest two O ions also cut about 0.07 e down respectively while the others are less than 0.05 e. The results indicate that these two additional electrons for the neutral vacancy are mainly distributed among the ions nearby the vacancy site and hence should occupy certain electronic states of those ions. Indeed, this can be seen clearly from the band structures in Fig.2 , the density of states in Fig. 3 , and the charge density distributions in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 2 under the boundary conditions, which is also a common error in the DFT charged defects calculations using the supercell approach. For comparison, we calculate another equivalent supercell also containing a +2 oxygen vacancy but without optimizing the structure. By analyzing its electronic structure, we find that the defect states are much deeper than the relaxed case and don't overlap with the extension states of the conduction band. So the shift of the localized defect levels should be attributed to the relaxation of the nearby ions, i.e., the effective potential well is reduced after relaxation and then it is not strong enough to trap the electrons locally. This can be further confirmed from the total local potential analysis in Fig. 5 presented later.
In Fig. 3 , we show the total electron density of states (TDOS) of V O 2+ in (1) and the site decomposed local partial density of states (LPDOS) of Ti and O in (2) and (9) 
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The five minima along a and c axes respectively in Fig. 5 are directly related to the five atom layers in the three supercells, one of which the vacancy is located in is marked with an arrow. It may be acquired from Fig. 5 that the local potential at the place far away from the defect site in the supercell with V O 2+ is lowered about 0.2 eV, comparing with that of the perfect one in the same sites both along a and c axes. So we can set the value of V  in equation (2) Although the band gap is not correctly produced by the LDA calculations, yet the depth of these donor levels (relative to the conduction edge) is essentially independent of the value of the computed band gap 14, 15 . The precise energy ranges of region (III) and (V) are (-0.24, 0.32) and (2.77, 5.07) respectively and thus the minimum energy to excite the electrons is 2.45 eV, corresponding to 507 nm.
That's exactly what have been observed in the related optical absorption and photocatalytic experiments 9,11 : the absorption tail for the titania with oxygen sub-stoichiometry is close to 500 nm and could present enhanced photocatalytic properties in the visible light range. On the other hand, the minimum band gap for the supercell with a V O 0 in our calculations is about 0.2 eV larger than the perfect one's, which further convinces us that the enhancement of the visible light photocatalytic properties should not be attributed to the reduction of the band gap.
Conclusion
To sum up, we have presented that the electronic structures arising from the oxygen vacancy are independent of the charge states. Combining the calculated electronic structures and the molecular obitals theory, we demonstrated theoretically that the reduced TiO 2 could be an efficient visible light photocatalyst up to 507 nm, consisting very well with the relevant experiments. Detailed processes about the light-catalyzed reactions will be studied in our further work.
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